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In relativistic heavy-ion collisions, jet quenching in quark-gluon plasma (QGP) has been ex-
tensively studied, revealing important insights into the properties of the color deconfined nuclear
matter. Over the past decade, there has been a surge of interest in the exploration of QGP droplets
in small collision systems like p+p or p+A collisions driven by the observation of collective flow
phenomena. However, the absence of jet quenching, a key QGP signature, in these systems poses
a puzzle. Understanding how jet quenching evolves with system size is crucial for uncovering the
underlying physics. In this study, we employ the linear Boltzmann transport (LBT) model to inves-
tigate jet modification in 96Ru+96Ru, 96Zr+96Zr, and 197Au+197Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV.

Our findings highlight the system size sensitivity exhibited by jet nuclear modification factor (RAA)
and jet shape (ρ), contrasting to the relatively weak responses of jet mass (M), girth (g) and mo-
mentum dispersion (pTD) to system size variations. These results offer invaluable insights into the
system size dependence of the QGP properties and to be validated experimentally at the Relativistic
Heavy-Ion Collider.

Keywords: relativistic heavy-ion collisions, quark-gluon plasma, jet quenching, jet substructure, system size
dependence

I. INTRODUCTION

Extensive studies from the Relativistic Heavy-Ion
Collider (RHIC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
have demonstrated that a nearly perfect fluid of strongly
interacting quark-gluon plasma (QGP) is produced in
these energetic heavy-ion collisions [1–3]. Considering
the created QGP only lives for a very short time, a wide
range of indirect observables based on detectable parti-
cles have been proposed [4]. In particular, anisotropic
collective flow and jet quenching have been found to be
key evidence for the existence of QGP in high-energy
large-nuclei collisions over the past few decades. Az-
imuthal anisotropic flow serves as an important tool to
reveal collectivity of the QGP, which is related to the
transport properties, e.g. specific viscosity, of the hot
medium that determine the amount of azimuthal asym-
metry transferred from the initial geometric distribution
of the QGP into the final momentum space distribution
of the produced particles [5, 6]. Jet quenching, result-
ing from energy loss of high-energy partons through the
hot medium, reveals the opacity of the medium to these
partons produced from the initial hard collisions [7–
9]. The large jet transport coefficient q̂ extracted from
the jet quenching data at RHIC and LHC, which is an
order of magnitude higher than that inside a cold nu-
cleus [10, 11], provides additional evidence of the quark-
gluon degrees of freedom of the hot medium created in
relativistic heavy-ion collisions.

The observations of collective flow in small systems,
such as those produced by proton-proton (p+p) and
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proton-nucleus (p+A) collisions, have sparked lively dis-
cussions on the existence of QGP in these small sys-
tems [12–18]. However, jet quenching has not been ob-
served in such systems so far [19–22]. Therefore, the
nature of the medium produced in small systems is still
to be revealed. As proposed in Refs. [23–27], a sys-
tem size scan of jet quenching can help bridge the gap
between parton energy loss in large and small collision
systems, and search for the lower limit of the medium
size where signals of jet quenching still remain. The
recent 96Zr+96Zr and 96Ru+96Ru collisions conducted
at RHIC [28] provide an invaluable opportunity to in-
vestigate the modification of jets inside a QGP medium
with a size between p+A and Au+Au collisions. Com-
prehensive jet measurements in such intermediate-size
systems can offer new insights into the jet quenching
phenomena, in particular, the sensitivity of different jet
observables to the path length of jets inside a color de-
confined medium.

Ever since jet quenching has been confirmed experi-
mentally, a variety of jet observables have been utilized
to infer the properties of jet-QGP interactions [29–35].
For example, the nuclear modification factor RAA (or
RCP) quantifies the variation of jet spectrum in nucleus-
nucleus (A+A) collisions with respect to its proton-
proton (p+p) reference (or reference from peripheral
A+A collisions) [36–38]. Jet mass characterizes the vir-
tual scale of the initial hard parton that generates the
jet and medium modification of this scale during parton
showers [39–42]. Jet shape ρ and jet girth g, constructed
to explore intra-jet structure, provide information on
the medium modification of energy distribution of par-
ticles within a jet [43–50]. Jet momentum dispersion
pTD is developed to measure the hardness of jet frag-
mentation, which may be used to distinguish between
quark and gluon jets, and infer the underlying dynamics
of parton showers and hadronization processes [51, 52].
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These tools allow for a multi-dimensional investigation
on the interactions between energetic jet partons and a
dense nuclear medium.
In this work, we study the system size dependence of

jet-QGP interactions by comparing nuclear modification
of jets between Zr+Zr (Ru+Ru) and Au+Au collisions
at the top RHIC energy. The initial jets from hard scat-
terings are generated by PYTHIA 8 simulations [53, 54],
with formation time of each jet parton added accord-
ing to the parton shower history [55]. The evolution
of the QGP is modeled with a (3+1)-dimensional vis-
cous hydrodynamic model CLVisc [56–58]. The inter-
actions between high-energy jet partons and the QGP
are described by a linear Boltzmann transport (LBT)
model [59] that accounts for both elastic and inelastic
scatterings of jet partons inside a color deconfined nu-
clear matter. Comparing to earlier studies on impacts
of system size on jet energy loss, we investigate not only
the nuclear modification factor of jets, but also their var-
ious substructure observables, including jet shape, jet
mass, jet girth, and jet momentum dispersion. Specif-
ically, we explore the sensitivities of these observables
to the size of QGP, which may help future jet measure-
ments search for signals of QGP inside a small collision
system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we describe the numerical framework of jet-QGP
interactions we use for calculating the jet observables in
relativistic heavy-ion collisions. In Sec. III, we investi-
gate how the jet yield and various intra-jet observables
depend on the size of colliding nuclei at the top RHIC
energy. In the end, we summarize in Sec. IV.

II. JET TRANSPORT INSIDE THE QGP

We use the linear Boltzmann transport (LBT)
model [59, 60] to simulate interactions between jet par-
tons and the QGP. In LBT, the phase space distribu-
tion of jet partons fa(x⃗a, p⃗a, t) evolves according to the
Boltzmann equation as follows:

pa · ∂fa = Ea

[
Cel(fa) + C inel(fa)

]
, (1)

where pa = (Ea, p⃗a) denotes the four momentum of a
jet parton with the on-shell condition satisfied. Zero
mass is assumed for thermal partons inside the QGP. On
the right hand side, Cel and C inel are collision integrals
for elastic and inelastic scatterings respectively. If one
only considers medium modification on the jet parton
distribution, but not the inverse process, the collision
integrals can be simplified to linear functions of fa.

From the linearized equation with respect to fa, one
may extract the scattering rate of a single parton at a
given momentum state. For instance, inside an isotropic
static medium at temperature T , the elastic scattering
rate of a parton with energy Ea is given by

Γel
a (Ea, T ) =

∑
b,(cd)

γb
2Ea

∫ ∏
i=b,c,d

d3pi
Ei(2π)3

fb(Eb, T )

× [1± fc(Ec, T )][1± fd(Ed, T )]S2(ŝ, t̂, û)

× (2π)4δ(4)(pa + pb − pc − pd)|Mab→cd|2, (2)

where the sum runs over all possible 2 → 2 scatter-
ing channels, |Mab→cd|2 represents the scattering am-
plitude square of a specific channel, which is propor-
tional to the square of the strong coupling strength (α2

s ).
Here, b denotes an incoming thermal parton inside the
medium, while c and d are the outgoing partons from the
scattering. Bose and Fermi distributions – fi (i = b, c, d)
– are taken for thermal gluons and quarks, respectively.
The factor γb represents the spin-color degrees of free-
dom for b. To avoid divergence in the leading-order ma-
trix element applied in this work, a double-theta func-
tion S2(ŝ, t̂, û) = θ(ŝ ≥ 2µ2

D) θ(−ŝ + µ2
D ≤ t̂ ≤ −µ2

D)

is implemented, where ŝ, t̂, û are the Mandelstam vari-
ables and µ2

D = 4παsT
2(Nc + Nf/2)/3 is the Debye

screening mass, with Nc and Nf the color and flavor
numbers, respectively.

The inelastic scattering rate is related to the number
of medium-induced gluons per unit time as

Γinel
a (Ea, T, t) =

∫
dzdk2⊥

1

1 + δag
dNa

g

dzdk2⊥dt
, (3)

where the spectrum of gluon emission – dNa
g /(dzdk

2
⊥dt)

– is taken from the higher-twist energy loss calcula-
tion [61–63], with z and k⊥ the fractional energy and
transverse momentum of the emitted gluon with respect
to its parent parton a. The δag function is applied in
the above equation to avoid double counting in evalu-
ating the g → gg rate from its splitting function. The
medium-induced gluon spectrum here is proportional to
the jet transport coefficient q̂, which characterizes the
transverse momentum broadening square of a jet par-
ton per unit time due to elastic scatterings, and thus
can be evaluated using Eq. (2) with a weight factor
[p⃗c − (p⃗c · p̂a)p̂a]2 added inside the integral. In the end,
the only free parameter in LBT is αs. In this work, we
set αs = 0.3, which can provide a reasonable description
of the inclusive jet yield suppression in Au+Au collisions
at

√
sNN = 200 GeV [55].

In this work, we use PYTHIA [53, 54] to generate
vacuum jets as input for the LBT model. The formation
time of each parton inside a vacuum jet is evaluated
according to

τform =
2Ez(1− z)

k2⊥
, (4)

where E is the energy of the parton’s ancestor directly
produced from an initial hard scattering in PYTHIA,
z is energy fraction taken by the parton from its an-
cestor, and k⊥ is the transverse momentum of the par-
ton relative to its ancestor. Partons emanating from a
given PYTHIA event are assumed to originate from the
same location, randomly drawn from the binary collision
vertices given by the Monte-Carlo Glauber model for
nucleus-nucleus collisions. Each of these partons then
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streams freely in space according to its velocity before
it enters LBT and starts interacting with the QGP at
τinit = max(τform, τ0), where τ0 = 0.6 fm/c is the com-
mencement time of the hydrodynamic evolution of the
QGP. Possible medium modification of a jet parton be-
fore it reaches the formation time, or at high virtuality
stage, is ignored in our current calculation, which can be
taken into account by the MATTER model [64] within
the JETSCAPE framework [65].
The QGP medium is simulated using the (3+1)-

dimensional viscous hydrodynamic model CLVisc [56–
58]. The hydrodynamic parameters are tuned based on
the soft hadron spectra observed in Au+Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV, and applied to Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru

systems at the same beam energy. These hydrodynamic
simulations provide the spacetime evolution profiles of
the temperature and fluid velocity fields of the QGP,
based on which we boost each parton into the local rest
frame of the medium at each time step and update its
momentum based on its elastic and inelastic scattering
rates, Eqs. (2) and (3), inside the medium. We iter-
ate these interactions for each time step until a parton
under consideration exits the QGP boundary, the hy-
persurface of Tpc = 165 MeV in this work.

In the LBT model, we track the evolution of not
only the jet partons fed from PYTHIA and their emit-
ted gluons, but also thermal partons scattered out of
the medium background (named as “recoil” partons) by
these jet partons and the associate energy-momentum
depletion left inside the medium (modeled as “nega-
tive” partons). We call jet partons together with their
medium-induced gluons “medium-modified jet shower
partons”, while recoil and negative partons “jet-induced
medium excitation” or “medium response”. Experimen-
tally, one cannot accurately identify the origin of each
constituent inside a jet, and therefore jets reconstructed
from heavy-ion collision events inevitably contain con-
tributions from medium response. In this work, we will
include both recoil and negative partons in our jet find-
ing algorithm, with the energy-momentum of the latter
subtracted from all jet observables. This procedure is
necessary to guarantee energy-momentum conservation
during jet-medium interactions, and has been shown
crucial for a quantitative understanding of the suppres-
sion, flow and substructure of jets in earlier LBT calcu-
lations [66–68].

III. JET MODIFICATION IN AU+AU, ZR+ZR
AND RU+RU COLLISIONS

In this section, we present numerical results of in-
clusive jet suppression and a series of intra-jet ob-
servables in Au+Au, Ru+Ru and Zr+Zr collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV. Medium-modified jets in heavy-

ion collisions are generated using the LBT model with
PYTHIA events as input, while results directly from
PYTHIA simulation is also presented as a baseline of
p+p collisions. Due to the lack of a solid hadroniza-

tion scheme, we discuss jet observables at the partonic
level in this work. This prevents us from studying ob-
servables that are sensitive to the energies of individual
hadrons, e.g. the jet fragmentation function, but may
have minor impact on observables that mainly rely on
the total energy of constituents within a jet cone, espe-
cially exploring their sensitivities to the system size of
nuclear collisions.

A. Nuclear modification factor

The suppression of jet yields in A+A collisions com-
pared to p+p collisions can be qualified using the nu-
clear modification factor RAA. The magnitude of RAA

is driven by the interplay between the slope of jet spec-
tra and the amount of jet energy loss, i.e., energy flowing
outside the jet cone. Both elastic and inelastic scatter-
ings can cause jet energy loss, which are correlated with
the path length of jets inside the QGP. Therefore, com-
parison of RAA across QGP systems with different sizes
can improve our understanding on the path length de-
pendence of jet energy loss through the QGP.

We use the Fastjet package for jet reconstruction with
the anti-kT algorithm [69, 70]. Partons for jet recon-
struction are required to be within the mid-rapidity
range |η| < 1 and have a transverse momentum pT >
0.2 GeV/c. Each individual jet is constrained to lie
within the rapidity range of |ηjet| < 1 − R, where R is
the jet cone size. A jet is rejected if its area Ajet is below
certain thresholds: Ajet < 0.07 for R = 0.2, Ajet < 0.2
for R = 0.3, and Ajet < 0.4 for R = 0.4. These area cuts
follow experimental practices to reduce the contribution
of uncorrelated background jets [71, 72]. The same jet
sample is utilized for both jet shape ρ and jet mass M
calculations in the next two subsections to ensure con-
sistency with the experimental setups.

Figure 1 illustrates the nuclear modification factor of
inclusive jets as a function of the jet pT in central Zr+Zr,
Ru+Ru, and Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV.

Different panels present results with various jet radii.
A comparison to the STAR data of Au+Au collisions
is also included [72]. The LBT calculation reasonably
describes the STAR data in Au+Au collisions, provid-
ing a reliable baseline for extending the study to Zr+Zr
and Ru+Ru collisions recently conducted at RHIC. It
is found that jets still exhibit significant amount of sup-
pression at Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru collisions, though appar-
ently weaker than that observed in Au+Au collisions.
This is due to the smaller size of QGP produced in cen-
tral Zr+Zr (Ru+Ru) collisions than in central Au+Au
collisions. Results in Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru collisions are
comparable to each other because of their similar system
sizes. Across all systems studied, the jet RAA increases
with the jet pT, suggesting a smaller fractional energy
loss of jets at higher pT. This is partly due to the longer
formation time of harder partons that delay the parton-
medium interactions and reduces the jet energy loss, as
discussed in our earlier work [55]. However, compared
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Figure 1: (Color online) The jet RAA in 0-10% Au+Au,
Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV, compared

to the STAR data of Au+Au collisions [72], upper panel for
jet cone size R = 0.2, middle for R = 0.3 and lower for
R = 0.4.

to the experimental data of Au+Au collisions, the rising
trend of the jet RAA with pT appears weaker from our
model calculation. This could result from the constant
αs we use, which in principle can decrease for more en-
ergetic partons [73].

B. Jet shape

We further investigate the energy redistribution
within jets across different systems using the jet shape
observable. Jet shape quantifies the radial energy distri-
bution relative to the jet axis. The differential jet shape
function, denoted as ρ(r), is defined as follows,

ρ(r) =
1

δr

1

Njet

∑
jet

∑
track∈(r− δr

2 ,r+ δr
2 ) pT,track

pT,jet
, (5)

where r =
√

∆η2 +∆ϕ2 represents the distance be-
tween a track (parton) and the jet axis. For each jet, the
energy of particles within each annular ring (defined by
δr) is summed and divided by the total jet energy. This
value is then averaged across all inclusive jets within a
given pT range.

Shown in Fig. 2 (a) is the shape of R = 0.4 jet cal-
culated using partons with pT larger than 0.2 GeV/c in
central Au+Au, Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru collisions. Results
of the three heavy-ion systems from the LBT calcula-
tion are compared with that of p+p collisions from the
PYTHIA simulation. Since tension still exists between
PYTHIA simulation and p+p collisions on the jet shape,
especially at low beam energy, and we have not included
the hadronization process, our results in Au+Au colli-
sions cannot quantitatively describe the available data
from STAR [74].

In Fig. 2 (b), we present the jet shape ratio be-
tween A+A collisions modeled by LBT and p+p col-
lisions modeled by PYTHIA. In the region of r ∼ 0,
the ratios for all A+A systems are smaller than one due
to the energy loss of the leading parton near the jet
axis or deflection of the leading parton direction by the
medium. Notably, according to a previous study [75],
the nuclear modification of jet shape near r ∼ 0 de-
pends on the jet pT: small pT jets exhibit a ratio be-
low one, while large pT jets exhibit a ratio above unity.
Furthermore, in that calculation, small pT quark jets
tend to exhibit an enhancement at r ∼ 0.1 compared to
small pT gluon jets. This feature is also seen in our re-
sults here for A+A collisions at the RHIC energy, where
quark jets dominate. From the figure, we see the ratio
gradually increases with r and significantly surpasses
unity at large r, indicating the energy inside the jet cone
is redistributed to larger angles in heavy-ion collisions
compared to PYTHIA. This trend aligns with previous
findings from various model calculations [41, 43, 48, 76].
In addition to the pT broadening of jet partons induced
by the medium, the jet-induced medium excitation, rep-
resented by recoil partons in LBT, plays a crucial role
in transporting jet energy to wider angles.
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Figure 2: (Color online) (a) Shape of R = 0.4 jets in 0-10%
Au+Au, Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru collisions simulated by LBT,
and in p+p collisions simulated by PYTHIA, compared to
the STAR data for Au+Au collisions [74]. (b) Ratios of jet
shape in heavy-ion collisions to that in p+p collisions.

The energy redistribution observed in the jet shape
above exhibits a clear system size dependence in the
large r region, with Au+Au results showing a greater en-
hancement than Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru. This discrepancy
is attributed to jets in Au+Au collisions experiencing
stronger interactions with the larger QGP medium, and
therefore transferring more energy from the center to
wider angles compared to those in smaller size Zr+Zr
and Ru+Ru collisions.

C. Jet mass

Jet mass is defined as the magnitude of the sum of the
four-momenta of all constituents within a jet, expressed
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Figure 3: (Color online) (a) Mass of R = 0.4 jets in 0-10%
Au+Au, Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru collisions simulated by LBT,
and in p+p collisions simulated by PYTHIA. (b) Ratios of
jet mass in heavy-ion collisions to that in p+p collisions.

as

M =
∣∣∣ ∑
i∈jet

pi

∣∣∣ = √
E2 − p2, (6)

where pi represents the four-momentum of the i-th jet
constituent, and E and p denote the total energy and
three-momentum of the given jet. In p+p collisions, the
jet mass quantifies the virtuality of the ancestor par-
ton created from hard collisions that initializes the jet
shower. In A+A collisions, the jet mass can be modified
by jet-medium interactions.

In Fig. 3 (a), we display the mass distributions for
jets with R = 0.4 and 25 < pT < 30 GeV/c in different
collision systems, with the values of average mass listed
in the figure. In Fig. 3 (b), we present the ratios of jet
mass between A+A and p+p collisions. One can observe
enhancement of the mass distribution in A+A collisions
relative to p+p collisions at both small and large mass
regions. We note that the nuclear modification of jet
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mass is driven by the interplay between several effects:
(a) the jet energy loss, or transport of energy outside
the jet cone, results in a decrease in mass; (b) selection
bias – jets observed in A+A collisions after suffering en-
ergy loss originate from jets with higher pT and thus
higher mass compared to jets observed in p+p collisions
with equivalent final pT; (c) medium response, or recoil
partons transferred from medium backgrounds to jets,
results in an increase in mass. As shown in Ref. [77],
the enhancement of ratio at the high mass end is mainly
driven by medium response within the LBT model. This
enhancement at high mass would naturally cause the
suppression of the ratio between two normalized distri-
butions at lower mass. Possibly due to the cancellation
between effects of jet energy loss and medium response
discussed above, no clear difference between Au+Au
and Zr+Zr (Ru+Ru) collisions has been observed for
jet masses in either their average values or their distri-
butions.

D. Jet girth

Jet girth is the pT-weighted width of a jet, defined as

g =
∑
i∈jet

pT,i

pT,jet
rjet,i, (7)

where pT,jet, pT,i and rjet,i respectively represent the
transverse momentum of the jet, the transverse momen-
tum of its i-th constituent, and the distance from the
i-th constituent to the jet axis in the (η, ϕ) plane. The
jet girth provides an additional way to quantify the ge-
ometry of a jet. The variation of the jet girth in A+A
collisions with respect to p+p collisions depends on jet-
medium interactions: broadening of jets inside the QGP
increases their girths while narrowing of jets decreases
their girths.
To calculate the jet girth, we follow the STAR

methodology for Au+Au collisions [78] to reconstruct
jets using the anti-kT algorithm with the “HardCore”
jet selection. The “HardCore” selection requires par-
ton pT > 2 GeV/c within |η| < 1. Jets are confined to
|η| < 1 − R and must have at least two constituents.
The same sample is used for calculating the jet momen-
tum dispersion pTD in the next subsection. Under the
“HardCore” selection, the contribution of soft partons
from jet splitting and medium response is suppressed,
which implies that the girth and the momentum disper-
sion calculations focus on the characteristics of a few
high-pT constituents, i.e. the “hard cores” of jets.
Figure 4 (a) displays the girth distribution of R = 0.3

jets for different collision systems, with the average val-
ues of girth summarized in the plot. Figure 4 (b) shows
the corresponding ratios between A+A and p+p col-
lisions. One can clearly observe that the girth distri-
butions in heavy-ion systems shift towards lower girth
region compared to p+p collisions, indicating the hard
cores of jets become narrower in the QGP medium. This
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Figure 4: (Color online) (a) Girth of R = 0.3 jets in 0-10%
Au+Au, Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru collisions simulated by LBT,
and in p+p collisions simulated by PYTHIA. (b) Ratios of
jet girth in heavy-ion collisions to that in p+p collisions.

shift is likely attributed to the selection bias. With a
given range of the final pT, compared to jets in p+p col-
lisions, jets observed in A+A collisions originate from
higher pT ancestor partons that shower into narrower
jets. In addition, compared to harder partons at smaller
angles, softer partons at wider angles inside jets are eas-
ier to be suppressed by the medium and thus fail the
“HardCore” selection. As a result, jets in A+A colli-
sions that survive the “HardCore” selection appear nar-
rower than their companions in p + p collisions. How-
ever, when comparing Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru to Au+Au
collisions, the jet girth does not exhibit a clear depen-
dence on the system size.

E. Jet momentum dispersion

Jet momentum dispersion pTD characterizes the
spread of particle momenta within a jet. It is defined as
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Figure 5: (Color online) (a) Momentum dispersion of R =
0.3 jets in 0-10% Au+Au, Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru collisions simu-
lated by LBT, and in p+p collisions simulated by PYTHIA.
(b) Ratios of jet momentum dispersion in heavy-ion colli-
sions to that in p+p collisions.

the second moment of the transverse momentum distri-
bution of jet constitutes as follows,

pTD =

√∑
i∈jet p

2
T,i∑

i∈jet pT,i
. (8)

A jet with low pTD indicates the particles within the
jet have similar momenta, while a jet with high pTD
implies a broad range of particle momenta within the
jet. For instance, in an extreme scenario where a single
parton carries the entire jet momentum, pTD is 1. Con-
versely, if there are numerous soft constituents with low
momenta, pTD is close to 0. Therefore, this pTD reflects
the dynamics of both parton shower and hadronization
processes. Since we have not included hadronization in
the present study, our results here are not expected to
be quantitatively compared to experimental data.
Shown in Fig. 5 (a) are the distributions of jet pTD

in different collision systems, with their average values
listed in the plot. The ratios between A+A and p+p
collisions are presented in Fig. 5 (b). Due to the “Hard-
Core” selection implemented here, few jet events are
found below pTD ∼ 0.3. One can observe an enhance-
ment of the pTD distributions in A+A collisions rela-
tive to p+p collisions below pTD ∼ 0.45, which can be
caused by medium-induced jet splittings. Due to the
self-normalization of the pTD distributions in A+A and
p+ p collisions, enhancement of their ratio at low pTD
causes suppression at high pTD. The increasing trend
of the ratio above pTD ∼ 0.5 indicates jets with limited
number of hard constituents are less modified by the
medium and therefore are easier to pass the “HardCore”
selection than jets comprising multiple soft constituents.
When comparing Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru to Au+Au colli-
sions, the jet momentum dispersion shows a weak de-
pendence on the system size.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the dependence of various jet
observables on the system size of relativistic heavy-ion
collisions, aiming at pinpointing the size-sensitive jet
observables and offering predictions for the upcoming
jet measurements in Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru collisions at
RHIC. By employing the LBT model to simulate the
interactions between jet partons and color deconfined
QCD media and implementing consistent jet analysis
schemes utilized in STAR experiments, we have found
jet observables, including the nuclear modification fac-
tor RAA of jets, jet shape ρ, jet mass M , jet girth g, and
jet momentum dispersion pTD are significantly modi-
fied in Au+Au, Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru collisions relative to
p+ p collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV, but with different

sensitivities to the system size of heavy-ion collisions.
We have observed a less suppressed RAA of inclusive

jets in smaller size Zr+Zr and Ru+Ru collisions com-
pared to larger size Au+Au collisions, indicating a clear
medium size effect on jet quenching. Furthermore, we
have observed a stronger enhancement of the jet shape
at large angles with increasing system size, suggesting
more energy transport to large angles when jets scat-
ter through a larger QGP medium. If confirmed, this
observation can further improve our understanding on
how energy redistributes inside jets, specifically eluci-
dating the role of medium response in various medium
environments. In contrast, although jet mass, girth and
momentum dispersion also unveil strong QGP effect in
A+A collisions, no significant differences in these ob-
servables have been observed between Zr+Zr (Ru+Ru)
and Au+Au collisions at the RHIC energy. This might
be due to the interplay between different effects of jet-
medium interactions, such as jet energy loss, momentum
broadening, medium response and selection bias.

Although our current calculation is at the partonic
level, it offers valuable insights into the sensitivities of
different jet observables to the system size of heavy-
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ion collisions, and provides timely guidance for antici-
pated upcoming experimental measurements at RHIC
that progress towards bridging the jet quenching phe-
nomena between large and small collision systems. The
system size dependences of these jet observables can
also help improve our understanding of the dynamics
of jet-QGP interactions, such as the path length depen-
dences of parton energy loss, momentum broadening,
and medium response.
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